TRANSFER BENCH WITH SLIDING
SEAT AND FOLD UP LEGS

PRODUCT CODE

BA06042
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1.

 nfold the shower chair by opening the leg set toward both sides, the leg set is
U
securely fixed when a “click” sound heard.

2.

 old the shower chair by releasing the levers inward (see below drawing marked
F
direction) on the leg set till the bolt break away from the connecting holes.

3.

 djust the extension tubes of each leg set so that the bench seat is level and at a
A
comfortable height for the user. Push the spring button in and slide the leg tube to
the next position.

4.

Snap in the bench back; align the plugs and holes and push downwards.

5.

 et the hand hold into position on the tub side of the bench, align the plugs and the
S
holes then tighten the screws from below the bench.

6.

 oap caddy can be used on either side of the bench. Align the tab and push into the
S
centre hole.

OPERATION
1. Place transfer bench in tub so the suction cup feet are INSIDE the tub. (If the
preference is for the seat to face the opposite way, legs can be switched to
the other side of the bench by depressing brass push pins, removing legs and
inserting them into the opposite leg receptacles.)
2. Adjust height of legs to desired height by depressing brass push pins and setting
to proper height. Note: Legs should be set to ensure seat is level, taking into
account that the legs inside the tub will have to be set to a lower height setting
because of the difference in height from most tubs to floors.
3. To move seat, pull the red seat positioning lever located under the seat away
from the frame and slide seat until it clicks into place. Note: there are two (2)
positions where seat will be secured to frame, one on the left side and one on
the right side.

FOLDING
To fold for storage or transport, stand bench vertically on one set of legs. On one side
of leg assembly, pull both red locking levers away from frame simultaneously until both
locking pins disengage. Fold legs down. Turn transfer bench over and repeat for second
set of legs. Remove backrest, handle and soap dish if necessary.

SPECIFICATIONS
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Overall Height

815-915mm
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Seat Depth		

470mm
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Suction Cup		
Leg width

450mm
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Overall Width

1030mm
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Rubber Feet 		
Leg Width

440mm
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Seat Height		

485-590mm
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CAUTION
When entering or exiting shower or bath via the transfer bench, make sure the seat is in
one of the locked positions.

WEIGHT CAPACITY
300 LBS (136 KG)

WARRANTY
Your CareCo branded product is warranted to be free of defects in materials and
workmanship for one year from the date of purchase.
This warranty does not cover device failure due to owner misuse or negligence, or
normal wear and tear. The warranty does not extend to non-durable components, such
as rubber accessories, casters, and grips, which are subject to normal wear and need
periodic replacement.
If you have a question about your CareCo device or this warranty, please contact your
dealer.

